NewTek recently joined the Vizrt Family!
Vizrt group is a world leader in software-defined visual storytelling. We deliver tools that brings
storytelling to life for Broadcast, Sports, Digital and eSports customers, such as CNN, Fox, BBC.
Which in total generate about three billion viewers daily. As an IT Developer – part of the
VizRT IT team – you will enjoy a flexible, relaxed work environment and the freedom to explore
technologies and creative solutions and the opportunity to be a part of an active and successful
company that develops new and interesting technologies in an international setting.

What You’ll Do:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop, troubleshoot, and maintain applications and systems in support of IT and other
business units.
Write code and create customizations for web sites of the company and supporting
services.
Create, update, and deploy customer-facing systems such as websites, eCommerce, and
web APIs.
Consolidate and migrate legacy systems and data to cloud and on-site business
applications and services.
Use test driven development, continuous integration, issue tracking, scheduling, and
automation.
Work with provisioning, deployment, and automation tools to deploy applications and
sites.
Use cloud computing, CDN, and other remote systems and services to facilitate business
needs.
Work closely with other IT staff as well as marketing, sales, R&D, Logistics, and other
business units, to develop and integrate solutions that meet their needs.
Other duties may be assigned.

What You’ll Bring:
•
•
•
•
•

Experience developing solutions using C#, ASP.NET, PHP, Python, SQL, and relational
databases.
Web development for digital experience systems using HTML, Javascript, CSS, CMSs,
and Node.js.
Development frameworks and deployment technologies like Git, SVN, Jekyll, and
Docker.
Proficiency with cloud solutions, Azure, and virtualization for both Linux and Windows
operating systems.
Experience with Sitecore CMS and marketing automation tools a huge plus.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience with developing for eCommerce platforms, APIs, and web app front-ends
also a plus.
Works well in a crisis and able to brainstorm a solution in a group.
Team-based planning and problem resolution, and yet able to perform independently.
Ability to define problems, collect data, establish facts, and draw valid conclusions.
Ability to interpret an extensive variety of technical instructions in mathematical or
diagram form and deal with several abstract and concrete variables.
Flexibility to move focus between tasks in different domains based on changing business
needs, desire to assist other teammates to improve team skills, and ability to think outside
the box.

What We Offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

We offer an exciting opportunity in an expanding international company with the
potential for personal growth
A caring environment with regular feedback and personal development
Excellent time off programs
A friendly and welcoming work environment with highly skilled colleagues
We utilize innovative software development technologies and methodologies
We create software and services that push creative boundaries and develop new ways of
telling stories

About NewTek
NewTek, the Emmy Award winning provider of innovative solutions for Graphics, Film and
Television Production, recognizes that employees are at the core of its success. We recruit and
retain highly qualified, motivated, and passionate individuals and provide them with an
environment to grow, succeed, and share in the company’s success. We believe in the power of
stories to make a difference. To make a difference for societies, communities, and individuals.
Stories educate and engage in multiple perspectives, bringing clarity, balance, and
understanding. Stories push for change and fight for the things we love. Our customers tell
stories that reach 3 billion people a day with perspectives that change the world and
entertainment that brightens the day for many. Vizrt/NewTek empowers stories that engage and
impact societies through the creation of sophisticated tools for the storyteller to flourish in the art
of storytelling. We will continue to take bold steps, act fast together and are committed to
making an impact. If you are interested in challenging the status quo, join our movement.

